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Summary

The contributions of the field geologists to the knowledge of
the Late Pleistocene cover mostly loess-sediments, terraces
and moraines; only the two first mentioned sections are dealt
with here.1

In Austria, the occurrence of the loess is restricted to the
foreland of the Alps and the Vienna basin. This region can
be subdivided into three subregions (Fig. 1) on the basis of
differences in the development of fossil soils, intercalated

1The lecture given under this title at the DEUQUA conference
in Lauffen in 1955 was an abridged version of the present work,
which was largely completed at that time, but into which the latest
observations are now incorporated.

with the loess. An equivalent subdivision applies to recent
soils, derived from the Pleistocene loess. These subregions
are: the humid western region, the central transitional region
and the dry region towards the east. Figure 5a and b give sum-
mary columns for the humid region, Fig. 5c indicate those for
the dry region; no details are submitted for the transitional
region. A typical sequence of soils, observed in most sec-
tions, might be correlated as follows: in the humid region
a bottom-soil (sol lessivé) is covered by solifluction soils
(“Fließerde”), whereas in the dry loess region the equiva-
lent is represented by loamy soils (“Verlehmungszone”) cov-
ered by humus zones with loess intercalations. The respective
terms “Linzer” and “Stillfrieder Komplex” are proposed for
the sequences in the western and eastern region respectively.

Comparing these sequences in Austria with those of Cen-
tral and Western Europe, the regional meaning of the se-
quences outlined is emphasised (Figs. 6, 7, 8).

Regarding the general picture of the terraces, one can
discriminate an area “near to the end moraines” (proxi-
mal to glaciers; German: “gletschernah”) and another “far
away from the end moraines” (distant to glaciers; German:
“gletscherfern”), the geographical distribution coinciding ap-
proximately with the “humid loess region” and the “dry loess
region” respectively. For the area near to the end moraines
adherence to the nomenclature of A. Penck seems advis-
able. The Low-Terrace (“Niederterrasse”) is locally split up
into numerous units, which are of local importance. Only
one High-Terrace (“Hochterrasse”) is developed; the highest
group of terraces belong to the Early Pleistocene (Fig. 9a).

In the area far from the end moraines only one large lower-
most terrace (“Prater Terrace”) is observed. The terrace im-
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42 J. Fink: On the correlation of terraces and loesses in Austria

mediately above (“Gänserndorfer Terrace”) is morphologi-
cally of quite a different type. The distinction towards the
next higher steps and likewise among the still higher Early
Pleistocene terraces is well developed (see Fig. 9b). For the
time being it seems advisable to use for the areas far from
the end moraines only a local terminology for morphological
units, as the correlation with other areas still deserves further
corroboration.

The lowermost (loamy) part of the Stillfried-complex is
assumed to coincide with the break between “Prater” and
“Gänserndorfer” terrace; the accumulation of humus zones
might indicate the beginning of the last “cold” inset, which
is accompanied by strong solifluction. This solifluction nat-
urally fades out towards the dry loess region so that hu-
mus zones and loess intercalations maintain here their au-
tochtonous character, whereas in the humid loess region this
group is represented by thick solifluction soils (“Fließerde”).

Article

For the stratigraphy of the Late Pleistocene three field
geological elements are of special importance: terraces, loess
and young moraines. In the following work we focus on the
first two of these elements; the morphostratigraphic position
of the young end moraines will be dealt with only cursorily
due to a lack of our own observations.

It is well known that palaeopedological research has ex-
perienced an enormous upswing over recent years. Corre-
spondingly, fossil soil formations separating different loess
units have been the target of detailed investigations so that
many of these formations can now be evaluated stratigraph-
ically as well as typologically. With it, however, the possi-
bility arises to correlate spatially distant occurrences of these
soils and to draw conclusions about the respective climatic
conditions during their formation. If so far the stratigraphic
placement has been still somewhat problematic, then this is
only because the regional climatic differentiation – which is
valid to the same degree for modern and fossil soils – had not
been sufficiently taken into account. The example of the Aus-
trian soils described here, however, shows clearly that, with
consideration of these circumstances, typologically different
formations can very well be addressed as temporally identi-
cal. In recent times, Brunnacker (1954b, 1955) illustrated the
climatic differences across the Bavarian and the whole (west)
Central European area using a very instructive catena from N
to S.

Such a differentiation can also be presented for Austria (cf.
Fig. 1): The Austrian Alpine foothills are relatively narrow,
so that a N–S division, similar to the one in the Bavarian re-
gion, is only of secondary importance here. However, with
increasing proximity to the Alps, a general vertical shorten-
ing of the profiles can be observed (which thereby become
far more difficult to interpret). A far more distinct differenti-
ation, on the other hand, is observable from W to E, in that

we can separate out a “humid” loess landscape in the W and
a “dry” loess landscape in the E, between which lies a “tran-
sitional area”. (The latter does not represent a mixture of the
forms occurring in both areas, but instead is characterised by
particular soils, the importance of which have only recently
been properly recognised). In the area of the inner alpine Vi-
enna basin the W–E classification is again replaced (as in
Bavaria) by a N–S arrangement, since at the southern edge
between Pitten and Erlach the fossil soils there fully resemble
those of the humid loess landscape (compare Fig. 3). Thus,
the periglacial (loess) landscape of Austria shown in Fig. 1
is structured as follows (whereby this major division is also
valid for the modern (loess) soils):

1. The “humid” loess landscape comprises the entire
Alpine foothills up to the area of St. Pölten, as well
as the above-described islands at the southern edge of
the Vienna Basin and a small transitional zone in cen-
tral Burgenland, where the gradual transition into the
floodplain (loam) area begins (cf. Fink, 1954). Modern
soils in the Alpine foothills belong to the Lessivé group,
partly with minor gley-like alterations. Precipitation is
around 700–800 mm.

2. The “transitional area” extends over the border be-
tween Waldviertel and Weinviertel, especially to the
Kamp Valley and the Krems area, and reaches across
the Danube into the Traisen Valley. The modern soils
belong in part to the Lessivé group, and partly to the
(loess-)brown earths. Precipitation is 600–700 mm, in
some places less.

3. The “dry” loess landscape follows to the east and north
and is characterised by chernozems in the lower and
brown soils in the higher altitudes (from about 200 m).
Precipitation is mostly below 600 mm.

Profiles of the humid loess landscape can be divided into two
groups based on their morphological position (which can be
specified precisely in each case): those developed on High-
Terrace-gravels and those on sheet gravels. From the first
group, four are shown in Fig. 2, the description of which
(from left to right) is as follows:

1. Weingartshof. Outcrop at the dip of the High-Terrace
SW of Linz, at the feeder road Linz-Bundesstraße Nr.
1; for detailed description see Kohl (1955, pp. 59 and
60). Austrian map 1 : 50 000, sheet 32. Recorded on
3 April 1955 with H. Kohl.

In the area of Linz, the High-Terrace (here Harter Ter-
race) is particularly well developed. The gravel body is
overlain by loess of several meters thickness, the south-
ern edge against the lower terrace (of the River Traun)
is, with the exception of several small depressions,
very distinctive. Several outcrops, for example at Neu-
Scharlitz, expose only the loamy top of the gravel pack-
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Figure 1. The Austrian loess landscape showing the most important locations of fossil soil sequences.

Figure 2. Four High-Terrace profiles of Upper Austria; from left to right: profile Weingartshof (with carbonate curve), Gimpling, Altheim
and St. Georgen. More detailed explanations in the text.

age. The profile described here covers the near com-
plete sequence: Above the basal ”pitch gravel” (Ger-
man: “Pechschotter”) – which was not exposed at first at
this position, but 10 m to the east during road construc-
tion – follows a thick package of lime-free mass flow de-
posit (layer XII in Kohl, 1955), only slightly humic, but
with distinct stratified bedding. The material contains

broken (loess) snail shells. Above this, there are various
packages of gleyic, calcareous silty fine sand (XI–IX),
followed by loess (VIII and VII) and finally tundra gley
(VI and V), showing varying thicknesses across the pro-
file and cryoturbation features. Particularly instructive is
its deformation against the loess (IV) unit above, which
also forms the C horizon for the recent soil (sol brun
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Figure 3. Two profiles of the humid loess landscape showing
the complete differentiation. (a) Ziegelwerk Erlach, Lower Austria
(with carbonate curve), (b) Ziegelwerk Linz – Grabnerstraße. The
small arrows indicate the current base of the quarry walls.

lessivé). The profile stands out – compared to the other
outcrops shown in Fig. 2 – due to its particularly thick
solifluction layers. This can be explained by a small de-
pression in which the gravel lies deeper and (especially
the basal) surface layers are of greater thickness.

2. Gimpling, east of Mühlheim/Inn. Austrian map 1 :
50 000, sheet 28. Recorded on 28 November 1954 with
L. Weinberger.

The High-Terrace (River Inn) at this location drops
steeply by more than 25 m towards the low-terrace,
strongly subdivided by flat-bottomed valleys with steep
valley sides (“Kastentäler”; see Weinberger, 1954). The
overlying strata are not particularly typical in their suc-
cession, since solifluidal deformation affected all strata.
Already the colour of the 1 m-thick loamy zone near the
gravel surface is less intense (10 YR 6/6), because the
soil has been partially redeposited. Above this lies a so-
lifluction package with embedded pebbles, followed by
alluvial loess, again containing some pebbles and dot-
ted gley concretions. The three-part structure shown in

the figure is somewhat problematic. Deformations are
intense, the alluvial loess contains, at least in part, (re-
deposited) soil material, so that the boundary against the
solifluction layer could also be drawn a little higher; the
uppermost part contains pieces of charcoal. The modern
soil belongs to the Lessivé group.

There is no gleyic soil present in the profile.

3. North of Altheim. Same map sheet and date of recording
as (2).

The above-described High-Terrace (River Inn) is cut off
by the River Aschbach, on whose SW-facing slope we
find a gravel pit. The surface layers are difficult to access
because the gravel package is deeply exposed: Above
the weathered terrace gravel (= German: “Pechschot-
ter”) follows a package of brown-coloured, somewhat
humic loess showing a clearly stratified structure (so-
lifluction layer), followed by a (strongly silty) gley in-
cluding charcoal residues, on which the modern soil (sol
lessivé) rests. The pronounced tundra gley is to be found
in the gley package.

4. St. Georgen in the Mattig valley. The gully leading ver-
tically from the village to the High-Terrace (Bergfeld)
has produced outcrops on the left and right that have al-
ready been described by Weinberger (1953 and 1955),
Austrian map 1 : 50 000, sheet 46; taken on 27 Novem-
ber 1954 and 2 April 1955 with L. Weinberger.

The morphological position is the same as at Altheim.
Again, the High-Terrace of the River Inn is reduced
to a spur by a tributary (this time the River Mattig).
Both margins, towards the River Inn as well as SW
towards the Mattig valley, are dissected by impres-
sive periglacial valley formations. The outcrop itself
shows the clearest sequence in the area of the Inn-High-
Terrace:

Above the basal pitch gravel with a strong replacement
zone (layers X and IX in Weinberger, 1955), there are
(as below) calcareous-free solifluction deposits (VIII),
which gradually change into gleyic-loess with a weakly
laminated structure (VII). There is no clear boundary
to the following thinly laminated, also gleyic (alluvial)
loess (VI–IV). The tundra gley (layer III) stands out
clearly, in the loess (II) above the modern soil is de-
veloped (again from the Lessivé group). A slight gleyi-
fication is common to the illuvial horizon of all modern
soils in this area.

The profiles at Weingartshof and St. Georgen were part
of the excursion program during the DEUQUA field trip
across Austria in 1955.

For the second group of loess profiles within the humid loess
landscape (those not directly resting on High-Terrace grav-
els) the two outcrops shown in Fig. 3 were selected as exam-
ples. The comparison of the two profiles will be limited to
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their soil typologies and sequences of fossil soils. The mor-
phological position of both profiles (see following text) is not
directly comparable.

1. Schranz brickworks, Erlach, N.E. Austrian map 1 :
50 000, sheet 106; recorded on 13 June 1955.

The Leitha forms the S and E rim of the Steinfeld,
the southernmost part of the Vienna Basin, towards the
Wechsel and Rosalien Mountains. Along the right bank
only few narrow terraces are nestled against the crys-
talline; they attain greater importance only south of
Neunkirchen and south of Erlach. In the latter section
lies the outcrop described here. Usually it is only one
terrace, which is overlain by thick loess (partly more
than 10 m) also showing frequent morphological de-
pressions. The mapping of the southern Vienna Basin
is not yet complete. Nevertheless, it can already be
said that the gravel body, which is mostly only thinly
developed and occurs morphologically mainly in the
crystalline areas, is likely to correspond at least to the
Middle-Terrace. The excavation base (at the lower end
of the depicted profile) does not represent the top of the
gravel, which lies several meters deeper, as indicated
by a well drilling and the statements of the drill work-
ers. The basal soil formation seems to be particularly
thick (several meters), but it corresponds to local allu-
vial deposits. There is no realistic option of a meaning-
ful comparison to other profiles, because smaller out-
crops (ENE Erlach, near Ofenbach) show only a zone of
loam, which nevertheless corresponds to the intermedi-
ate soil of the Erlach profile.

The profile is exposed at the section to the west of the road
to Bromberg and shows the following sequence:

0–60 cm Modern soil, brown earth; carbonate
value 0.56 %, colour value of the B
horizon 10YR 4/3.5.

60–175 Sandy loess with very few linings in
the capillaries, nevertheless, carbonates
37.7 %, colour value 10YR 6/3.

175–200 Loess with dotted iron moulds and
partly faint gley stains, 24.07 %, colour
value 10YR 6/3–2.5YR 6/3.

200–285 Sandy loess, similar to layer 2, to-
wards the bottom occasional small iron
moulds, occasional charcoal pieces,
carbonates 6.4 %, colour value 10YR
6/4, very gradual transition into next
horizon

285–415 Dissolved loess. Represents the transi-
tion to the solifluction deposits under-
neath. Here, however, for the time be-
ing only layered loess material, carbon-
ate value 22.6 %, colour value 10YR
6/3.5.

415–570 Solifluction deposits (extinguished hu-
mus zone material), in the centre of the
package the beginnings of a “mottled
horizon” (not shown in the figure); car-
bonates 2.45 %, colour value 10YR 4/3;

570–640 gley-like altered (in-situ) soil, in tran-
sition towards the top solifluction de-
posits, two crotovinas, filled with loess
(!), here even more “granular” struc-
ture, then strongly pronounced, sharp-
edged blocky structure, aggregate sur-
faces with manganese coatings, but
also pale patches; sporadically interca-
lated gravel (crystalline material); car-
bonates 0.5 %, colour value (mixed
colour) 7.5YR 5/6, gradual transition
into next horizon

640–770 lowest part of the no longer gley-like
altered subsoil of a sol lessivé, loess
structure still clearly recognisable, in
the upper part still strong clay coat-
ings on the blocky aggregates, towards
the bottom only along large, diagonally
crossing shear cracks; carbonates 0 %,
colour value (mixed colour) 10YR 4/3

770–1010 Alluvial loess beginning with a sharp
break (loess doll layer), large loess
dolls intercalated at random, carbon-
ates 14.5 %, colour value 10YR 6/3.5.

1010–1060 Solifluction deposits from the material
of the underlying soil, slight humus
colouration. Carbonates 17.4 %, colour
value 10YR 4/3–7.5YR 4/3

From 1060 until The base: clay zone, sharp-edged
blocky structure, sporadic crystalline
material in gravel size, very light (gley-
like) concretions. Carbonates 0.3 %,
colour value 7.5YR 4/3.

2. Ziegelwerk Feichtinger, Grabnerstraße, Linz, Austrian
map 1 : 50 000, sheet 32. Recorded on 14 April 1954.

Several older terraces are cut into the crystalline for-
mations of the Kürn Mountain west of Linz. An exact
classification has not yet been made. On the ascent of
the road from the train station Untergaumburg towards
NW an outcrop appears on the right-hand side, which
shows several meters of thick sheet gravels, featuring
an intense red colouration, overlying strongly weath-
ered pearl gneiss. These units, in turn, are followed by
old loess, which is strongly influenced by gleyic pro-
cesses including strong bleaching of the coarse pris-
matic aggregates. In a roughly horizontal continuation
of the gravel package, further uphill, lies the brickyard,
which, especially in the central part (currently being ex-
cavated), shows the structures reproduced in the figure.
A detailed description is also available in Kohl (1955,
Table IV). However, this corresponds to a wall section
further to the left, where a greater differentiation is pos-
sible and also solifluidal deformations can be observed.
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The thick fossil soil of the sol lessivé type, starting
at 420 cm, whose transition into the underlying loess
is very instructive, is striking. There are clay coatings
around the blocky aggregates (up to several mm) and
along shear cracks that intersect each other obliquely.
Equally striking is the thick package of solifluction de-
posits, the transition of which into the in-situ soil is
only indicated by a different structure and texture. The
overlying layer of alluvial loess (which is more or less
gleyic) contains a band that resembles a tundra gley, but
an exact delineation is not possible. Only in the upper-
most parts a typical loess follows, in which the modern
soil is developed (sol brun lessivé). The deeper layers
of the profile are not accessible. Up to the bottom of
the excavation, sandy alluvial loess can still be found;
according to the foreman, two meters below this unit
follows already the pitch gravel which can thus be par-
alleled with the one from the outcrop described above.

Various fossil and archaeological finds have already
been made along the large excavation walls. Accord-
ing to an oral report, a mammoth tooth currently pre-
served in the Linz State Museum (locality label Reis-
ingbauer Brickyard) was found in the loess under the
(autochthonous) soil, about 1.5 m above the excavation
floor. A scraper, now also in that museum, was recov-
ered from near the base of the solifluction deposits
(Dr. Schadler, personal communication). Finally, sev-
eral Bronze Age pit dwellings were built into the mod-
ern soil.

It is not surprising that in the humid loess landscape,
where the disturbance of the surface was generally
stronger, especially by mass movements, the number
of not “typical” profiles, i.e., those outcrops which
are far less suitable for evaluation, is significant. Be-
sides the outcrops visited by the DEUQUA excursion,
such as the brickyards at Stadion Linz (described by
Kohl, 1955) and at Bosch near Mauerkirchen (described
by Weinberger, 1953, 1955), a further instructive ex-
ample is found at the brickyard Würzburger south of
Wels, whose west-facing excavation wall is shown in a
schematised drawing in Fig. 4)

The brickyard Würzburger (Austrian map 1 : 50 000,
sheet 49, recorded on 16 July 1955) lies directly behind
the steep slope of the Traun-Enns plate (“Deckenschot-
ter”) against the River Traun, which has strongly under-
cut here on the right bank, meaning that no younger ter-
race remains could be preserved here. The upper bound-
ary of the covering gravel terrace (and presumably also
the upper boundary of the gravel itself) is completely
flat, so that the effect of backwater can be observed in
almost all surface layers. Nevertheless, an interesting
micro-relief characterises the fossil soils, which was ex-
posed along the excavation wall: The basal soil thickens
towards the left and right end of the excavation to an

intensely blue coloured (groundwater) gley. The overly-
ing packages of solifluction deposits and alluvial loess
evens out the surface relief, while the tundra gley, which
has a “normal” thickness of about 2 dm at the ends of
the excavation wall (see schematic profile Fig. 3, which
corresponds to the right corner), grows to a 1 m thick
(groundwater) gley in the middle of the excavation wall.
The uppermost loess blanket mantles this micro relief.
A very slight depression remains, in which the modern
soil (a sol lessivé, partially gleyed) shows a strongly de-
veloped illuvial horizon there.

If we now summarise the profiles of the humid loess land-
scape into two collective profiles, we obtain the sequences
shown in Fig. 5a and b. In the following we disregard special
pedological details, because these are discussed in a separate
article (Fink, 1956).

We are justified in equating the gley soil with the solifluc-
tion deposits. In the High-Terrace profiles, below the solifluc-
tion deposits follows the pitch gravel (“Pechschotter”), the
loamy zone near the top of the gravel dates to the last inter-
glacial. Within a continuous and complete profile the pitch
gravel corresponds to the lowest part of an in-situ soil, which
is morphologically identical with those modern (loess) soils
that have become known from Belgium over recent times
(Dudal, 1953). There such remains of soils from the Lessivé
group are referred to as terre á briques. The latter and the
pitch gravel correspond to one stage of formation, the so-
lifluction deposits (in both cases) to a subsequent one. How-
ever, since the sequence is always the same, and the forms do
not genetically belong together, I propose for them the name
“Linz Complex”, since these phenomena are well recognis-
able in the various outcrops of the Linz area. Pitch gravel
and solifluction deposits represent only site-related modifica-
tions. The two interglacial forms are strictly substrate related:
Such a pattern, with changes across minor distances, similar
to the situation in Linz, has already been known from other
places. Examples are Pettenbrunn, east of St. Pölten (still un-
published), where change occur over few meters, Ofenbach,
3 km away from Erlach, and finally within the two outcrops
of St. Georgen and Mauerkirchen, which were of special in-
terest during the DEUQUA excursion (compare Weinberger,
1953, 1955). However, this variability is easily understood:
On drier positions within the otherwise humid loess land-
scape strong summer dehydration and consequent iron re-
lease are observed, as is known from Mediterranean soils,
and is common in the dry loess landscape. Already Troll
(1926) had used this argument against the Krauss “blood
loam theory”. Thus, it belongs to the characteristic of the
humid loess landscape that loamy zones of interglacial age
(with their own red colouration) are found only in the upper
portions of the gravels.

A few words about the soils lying stratigraphically below
the Linz complex: Reporting general features is difficult be-
cause they are in the main structurally disturbed and, fur-
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Figure 4. Brickyard Würzburger south of Wels (Aschet), Upper Austria. The excavation wall shown in the drawing is highly exaggerated.
On the right, schematic profile of the right (northern) end of this wall.

Figure 5. Collective profiles for the Austrian loess landscape; (a) idealised profile summarising High-Terrace profiles of the humid loess
landscape; (b) collective profile for the humid loess landscape resting on older formations; (c) collective profile for the dry loess landscape.

thermore, there are not many outcrops where these strata are
exposed. Typologically they are almost always gleyic soils,
and also the loess under the Linz complex usually shows
gleyic features. Where the sheet gravels come to the top, we
find loamy zones within the gravel tops similar to the pitch
gravel, although these units are thicker than those of the pitch

gravel. As examples for this, Linz – Grabnerstraße, but also
brickyards Bosch and Raschhofer (Weinberger, 1953) can be
cited.

Figure 5c compares the two idealised profiles of the hu-
mid loess landscape with those of the dry loess landscape.
For the dry loess landscape, detailed descriptions of indi-
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48 J. Fink: On the correlation of terraces and loesses in Austria

vidual outcrops may be omitted here, since they are already
available in larger numbers, for example in Brandtner (1954)
and Fink (1953, 1954, 1955a). In the profiles of the dry loess
landscape the loess is very rarely influenced by gleyification
or solifluction phenomena (and if they are of topogenic ori-
gin), has a straw-yellow colouring, high carbonate content,
and a typical structure (filling of the capillaries by calcite)
and fossil soils embedded within the loess are well preserved.

A distinctive sequence of directly overlying soils can al-
ways be identified: at the base a loamy zone, with an underly-
ing Ca-horizon, directly above it, or separated by a thin band
of loess, follow one or more humus zones (in case of several
humus zones these are again separated by intermediate loess
layers). I have named this sequence “Stillfrieder Komplex”2

based on the locality Stillfried at the River March (visited
on the DEUQUA excursion in 1955). The term “complex” is
due to the observations that, as is the case with the Linz com-
plex, there is a sequence of successive soil forms. Again, the
pedological details need not be discussed here, as they have
already been dealt with elsewhere (Fink, 1956). However, it
must be emphasised once again that it is not a question of
one, but of several temporally successively developed forma-
tions. Unfortunately, the Czech palaeopedologists, who have
much more instructive sequences than we have here on our
dry loess landscapes, consider this to represent a single uni-
form soil (compare Musil and Valoch, 1955, who even draw
ice wedges filled only with humic material penetrating into
the brown horizon. With a uniform soil, however, a mixing
would have to occur!).

Above the Stillfried complex, separated by a thick unit of
loess, follows a very pale soil formation, which I have tenta-
tively named “Stillfried B”. From the carbonate curve (Fink,
1955b; Fig. 10) it is clear that this is an autochthonous soil
with an underlying Ca horizon. Above “Stillfried B” follows
a (not very thick) loess package, in which the modern soil, in
most cases a chernozem, is developed.

The soils below the Stillfried complex are often intensely
coloured loamy zones. Brandtner (1954) worked out the dif-
ferences compared to the loamy zones of the Stillfried com-
plex, and I completely agree with him on this matter. It is
important to point out that those deeper loamy zones usually
end with a package of solifluction deposits or alluvial loess.

The parallelisation between humid and dry loess land-
scapes is self-evident (compare Fig. 5). The thick solifluc-
tion deposits of the Linz complex correspond to the humus
zones (with intermediate loess layers) in the dry area. Here
the solifluction – in the sense of Büdel (1949) at the onset
of a glacial period – could only become effective at very

2Brandtner (1954) named the same sequence after another local-
ity as the “Fellabrunn soil complex”, mainly because based on his
stratigraphic interpretation it falls within the F-interglacial. How-
ever, the locality is actually called Oberfellabrunn, and additionally
he himself refers to the outcrop Stillfried at the River March as the
“ideal profile” in the text to his Fig. 4.

favourable sites, so that the first accumulated loess could still
develop chernozems soils (humus zones), which were inter-
rupted in their formation again by the accumulation of further
loess etc., until finally the pure loess accumulation began.
The transition took place very gradually, as shown by crotov-
inas and intense earthworm activity in the top of the (upper-
most) humus zone. This change from “humus zone time” to
“loess time” corresponds in the humid loess landscape to the
change from gleyic loess and gley loess to typical loess. Ob-
viously, the humid soil of the humid landscape may now also
be paralleled with the pale soil above the Stillfried complex.
Brunnacker (1955b) did this in a similar way by equating the
humid soil with the “brown weathering horizon”. Thus, all
these forms seem to have a stratigraphic value, even if the
last word is not yet spoken on the typological naming; this
is especially true in our area, because the number of profiles
with Stillfried B is still very small.

It is not easy to include the forms of the “transitional area”
as shown in Fig. 5 into this established correlation. However,
most of the loess profiles with prehistoric content are located
in this area. Furthermore, Götzinger (1935, 1936) has de-
rived the “Göttweig Soil” and the “Paudorf Soil” from here.
(On the other hand, Götzinger, 1935 had deliberately given
his “Hollabrunn humus zone”, which is identical with the
Stillfried complex, its own name, even if he had equated it
temporally with the Göttweig Soil; for the forms of the dry
landscape and the transition area are very different). For the
Göttweig and Paudorf soils it is true that the respective locus
typicus is not very favourable. In the case of Paudorf – see
the description in Fink (1954) – a terrace-morphological dif-
ferentiation is impossible; for the other case this still needs
to be accomplished first. After completion of the geological
reconnaissance by R. Grill (for the Krems sheet) this will cer-
tainly be possible. For the time being, only the complicated
situation in the hollow way west of Furth (north of Göttweig)
is pointed out. There a loess strip is sandwiched between the
top of the gravel and the loess zone but only in some places;
furthermore, the gravel body itself shows a lot of local so-
lifluction material alongside the deeper lying and more dis-
tantly sourced gravel. Götzinger’s (1935, 1936) stratigraphic
interpretation of both the gravel and the loess zone is there-
fore very problematic.

One may characterise the transitional region provisionally
as a space, in which predominantly soils similar to the dry
area developed; above all, the thick loamy zones are strik-
ing. However, the early glacial overprinting proceeded com-
pletely in the sense of the humid loess landscape in the transi-
tion area. Therefore, some profiles are characterised by thick
solifluction deposits, which are more intensely coloured than
in the humid area, and thus really represent extinct humus
zones (e.g. Thallern, Pottenbrunn, also Wielandsthal and oth-
ers). Other traces of frost action are also very frequent, e.g.,
“mottled horizons”; these consist of humus zone and loamy
zone material, sharply separated from each other in 2–3 cm
large chunks (cf. Fink, 1954). The Paudorf Soil at the lo-
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cus typicus consists only of such a mottled zone (with an
underlying Ca horizon), which is identical to the upper fos-
sil soil at Stiefern and Buchberg am Kamp. Typologically
the concept of the “Paudorf Soil” is therefore to be justified,
however, its stratigraphic usefulness must for the time being
be doubted. In the middle of the dry loess landscape, due to
special topographic circumstances, we also find the appear-
ance of mottled horizons in the Stillfried complex, which is,
however, more fragmented. (These are the profiles in which
the solifluction could become effective, while it otherwise
recedes in the dry loess landscape, at least in the zone down-
ward of the Stillfried complex. Thus, in Weinsteig and also
in Wetzleinsdorf (Fink, 1954) these mottled horizons were
found in the middle of the more diluvial package above the
loess zone (thus the equivalent of the humus zones) at places
of a particularly pronounced micro-relief, while in Paudorf
they are supposed to represent a stratigraphic horizon).

Therefore, the following distinctions were made for the
transitional area in Fig. 1: (1) profiles with pronounced zones
of loamy soil, such as at the classic profiles Krems-Hundsteig
and Krems-Schießstätte, (2) profiles with pronounced mot-
tled horizons, and (3) profiles with strong solifluction pack-
ages. This distinction is purely typological and has for the
time being no stratigraphic consequences.

It should now be permissible to highlight the regional im-
portance of the Stillfried or Linz complex. If at the beginning
a comparison with profiles from North Württemberg (Ger-
many) is made, it is because this area became known due to
the exemplary survey of Freising (1951, 1953). He correctly
recognised the solifluction deposits and their stratigraphic
position, as well as the importance of the (uppermost) tun-
dra gley. Palaeopedological research has thus made a great
step forward. Therefore, for the profile of Böckingen near
Heilbronn shown in Fig. 6, the description of Freising (1953)
shall only be supplemented by carbonate and colour values.
For the different layers the designations are the same as used
in the Austrian profiles. The Arabic numbers in parentheses
indicate the horizons separated out by Freising (1953):

In general, it can be said that the upper parts of the pro-
file (up to zone II) correspond perfectly with the profiles
of our humid loess landscape (cf. Fig. 5). Minor modifica-
tions are given by a stronger tundra gley, furthermore by the
occurrence of crotovinas above the solifluction deposits (or
better in the transition of the solifluction deposits upwards),
which shows that it is not a matter of remobilised, but pa-
rautochthonous material, which lies in the uppermost parts
of the solifluction package. Somewhat problematic are the
tundra gleys (12), (13) and (14), which were difficult, and
partly even impossible to find during the inspection on the
8 April 1954, under the guidance of Mr. Freising – who is sin-
cerely thanked here – and to which I do not attach any strati-
graphic importance. A close parallel to the Austrian profiles
would be that the lower solifluction deposits (16) and (17)
have a strong colour intensity, while the upper ones are less
pronounced in this respect (i.e., in chroma) but not in their

darkness (i.e., in value). This translates to the fact that the
lower solifluction deposits really represent the erosion of in-
terglacial soils, whereas the post-interglacial solifluction de-
posits are often composed of newly formed soils that have
been solifluidically displaced and only rarely originate from
the interglacial soils themselves.

The clay pit in Lauffen at the River Neckar, which was
studied on the same day, again completely confirmed the
recording of Freising (1953). In spite of large colluvial dis-
placements – especially at the eastern wall – it is, however,
striking that the position of loamy zone material to humus
zone material (“subsoil” to “topsoil”, which, however, is in-
correct, because here, too, two periods of formation have
generated two soils) is never inverse. Thus, the displacements
have a more par-autochthonous character, even here, where
the colluvial nature becomes very obvious. Thus, these two
formations – the soil of the interglacial and the product of the
commencing glacial – gain stratigraphic value and are to be
equated – also conceptually – with the really autochthonous
soils of the Austrian (and East Central European) dry area.

The discussion about the profiles from Bavaria made
known by Brunnacker (1953, 1954a, b, 1955a, b) would re-
quire significant space. However, these are known to the au-
thor only from the literature, and therefore it is not permis-
sible to go into detail. Here a general remark can be made
that for palaeopedology the same difficulty exists as for the
entire soil science: The communication of our observations
is very difficult, since the description of soil profiles has not
yet been standardised. In Europe, only recently and thanks
to the decade-long experience of soil mapping in the USA,
a more exact and widely understandable system of recording
has been used (e.g., by using the American colour charts for
the description of the soil colour, designations for structures,
and, of course, also an increased integration of chemical and
physical investigations). However, there still remains – due
to the subjective nature of studying a soil profile – a margin
of how to approach the issue, which makes decisions based
purely on the literature problematic. In the present case, how-
ever, some observations seem to me fully sufficient so that
parallels may be drawn, others, however, not yet, as for ex-
ample the “brown weathering horizon”, to which a substan-
tial stratigraphic importance may be attached.

Again, it should be pointed out that the regional soil differ-
entiation presented by Brunnacker (1955b), and specifically
his coordination, became known to me only at the conference
in Lauffen, where I presented the idealised profiles for the
humid and dry loess landscape of Austria, shown in Fig. 5.
From our close agreement on the issue it becomes obvious
how far we have already come by exact field observations
and how much palaeopedology has helped us on the way to
a relative chronology. It is self-evident that as a second step
this science could also provide exact information about past
biotopes (based on comparisons with modern soils) and thus
build a bridge to palaeobiology and other disciplines.
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Figure 6. Profile Böckingen near Heilbronn.

Brunnacker (1955b) also concluded that today’s annual
precipitation can be used without further problems to charac-
terise glacial climatic conditions, even if there are certainly
minor overlaps in marginal areas (comparable to our “tran-
sitional area”, where the interglacial is oriented towards the
dry, and the beginning of the glacial towards the humid loess
landscape).

Brunnacker (1955b) distinguishes seven sections from N
to S in the (West)Central European periglacial landscape,
namely:

1. loess-free area,

2. unstructured loess on top of solifluction deposits or
stone pavements,

3. loess with tundra gley, solifluction deposits underneath
(from the Rhine-Main area over 600 mm present annual
precipitation),

4. like (3), only instead of the gley a “brown weathering
horizon” (dry area of Main-Franconia),

5. with brown weathering horizon, but then between
loess and solifluction deposits (probably) another brown
weathering horizon (northern facies district of Brun-
nacker (1954b),

6. same as (5), only gleyic soils take the place of the brown
weathering horizons (middle facies district of Brun-
nacker, 1954b),

7. cover loam (in German: “Decklehm”); closer subdivi-
sion due to glacial displacements not ascertainable.

By comparing this to the brown weathering horizon of the
dry area of Main-Franconia, one immediately notices possi-
bilities of drawing parallels here, just as the (upper) tundra
gley probably corresponds to that of our humid loess land-
scape. The division into the lower brown weathering horizon
(5) and the (lower) tundra gley (6) has not – or not yet? – been
confirmed. However, it must not be forgotten that the empha-
sis of our loess research focussed for a long time on the dry
area, where also most outcrops are found. But I would like to
draw attention to the sequences in the East-Central European
area, although we cannot yet show a correlated classification
with (5) and (6). As will be explained further below, it seems
to me to be a regularity that towards the east a far greater sub-
division occurs in the loess profiles, which becomes more
and more indistinct towards the west with an increased hu-
mid influence. On the other hand, such a division would have
to start from southern Bavaria towards the dry area of Main-
Franconia, where, on the other hand, a “depletion” can be ob-
served. Since the Austrian area (cf. Fig. 5) can be correlated
with the sections (3) and (4) rather than with the sections (5)
and (6), the latter area remains somewhat isolated.

Better known to me, thanks to the friendly guidance by my
colleague Schönhals, to whom I would like to express my
special thanks at this point, are the Hessian loess profiles.
Schönhals (1950, 1951a, b, 1952) himself has reported on
them in detail. Figure 7 attempts a short summary, whereby I
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would like to emphasise typological rather than stratigraphic
points.

To the profiles in detail:

1. Hollow way between Erbach and Eichbach, described
by Schönhals (1950) and Freising (1954). On the ascent
to the upper middle terrace the path shows on the left
and on the right several, partly collapsed outcrops, from
which it can generally be read that there is a thicken-
ing of the loess and soils towards the valley, since the
path lies in a depression which itself led to a thickening
of the layers, but also their partial disturbance. Thus, the
upper loess contains repeatedly gravel stringers (marked
on Fig. 7/1 as alluvial loess), and also the fossil soil
complex shows traces of a rearrangement. Similarly, the
band of volcanic ash, so characteristic for most of the
Rheingau, is not present, so that even the uppermost
parts of the top loess are unlikely to represent a com-
plete succession (visited on 6 May 1955). From three
small exposures along the hollow way, the uppermost of
which (a) is located near the “edge” of the upper mid-
dle terrace, (b) and (c) close together, to the left and
right of the road (and corresponding to the point 145 m
above sea level shown by Schönhals (1950) in Fig. 2),
the following thickening against the valley could be es-
tablished:

(a) (b) (c)
modern soil
loess
“tundra gley”?
loam zone
calcareous
enrichment
horizon
Tegel

as with (a)
loess with grav-
els
“tundra gley”
some loess
mottled horizon
humus zone
loam zone
calcareous
enrichment
horizon

as with (a)
loess with grav-
els
“tundra gley”
immediately
below crotovina,
filled with grey
sand
light grey loess
humus zone

Based on personal communication with E. Schönhals, a
10 cm wide light-coloured (loess?) stripe was observed
between the humus zone and the loam zone at a location
close to (b) and (c).

Through the above-mentioned disturbances, it seems
that a discrepancy with regard to field observations has
arisen (see Fig. 2 in Schönhals, 1950 with Freising,
1954 profile 4 of the Appendix). Nevertheless, I believe
that an interpretation is still possible and would classify
the basal sequence still to belong to the Stillfried com-
plex. The loamy zone with strong colouration (7.5YR
5/6) and a strongly calcareous enrichment horizon cor-
responds completely with the Austrian conditions. This
is overlain by the humus zone – or even with an inter-
mediate layer, see above – whereby the colour value of
the humus zone 10YR 4/2.5, the still preserved loess

structure and the following mottled horizon above (con-
sisting of lumps of loess zone and humus zone material,
approx. 5 cm ∅) are well known from the often weakly
solifluidally influenced profiles of the Austrian dry area.
The loess layer above is disturbed by gravel layers and
sand bands; nevertheless, the grey zone lying at about
0.5 m above the Stillfried complex could be identified
as a tundra gley. The crotovina in it provide again ev-
idence for a likely parautochthonous character of the
strata lying above the complex (see profile Böckingen
near Heilbronn).
(No final judgment can be given about the exposed sec-
tion at the brickyard Schlüter in Eltville, which was vis-
ited on the same day, because the outcrop had largely
collapsed. However, the strong colours of the fossil soils
of the Erbach hollow way were not present, so that the
whole sequence of strata present there is likely to be
younger).

2. Brickyard in the W of Bad Homburg (as the following
profiles visited on 7 May 1955 under the guidance of
Schönhals), probably situated on the main terrace. Fig-
ure 7/2.
Here, in the lowest part of the modern soil (belong-
ing to the Lessivé group) the grey ash band is located,
the tundra gley is clearly formed, under which follows
a layer of loess dolls. The package here very clearly
is named “Linzer complex” in Austrian profiles: the
autochthonous soil with medium blocky structure, the
coatings on the aggregates and at its upper limit the lam-
inated, grey, weakly gleyed solifluction deposits, which
also contains charcoal pieces. A slight gley-like over-
printing of the overlying subsoil from above, recognis-
able by isolated patches of Mn, is also fully consistent
with the picture of the humid loess landscape of Aus-
tria. The loesses below the Linz complex are strongly
gleyed, loess dolls layers are present, and a subdivision
does not seem possible.
The profiles described under (1) and (2) are 30 km apart.
Since both are typical for special climatic areas, the bor-
der of humid and dry loess landscape must have been
between them.

3. Berstadt, natural outcrop at the entrance to the town on
the left of the road. (Its exact description may have in
the meantime been given by Schönhals).
The modern soil here is a “dark brown steppe soil”,
which I have not yet observed in the Austrian dry area.
It seems to be typical for larger areas of the Wetterau
and could also be observed in an outcrop near Wil-
fersheim. Below this, the volcanic ash band soon fol-
lows, but very soon a wedge of redeposited soil mate-
rial thickens towards the road (where the outcrop height
increases), which again lies unconformably on the so-
lifluction deposit, which covers the autochthonous soil
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Figure 7. Hessian loess profiles; from left to right: (1) Hollow way between Erbadi and Eichbach, (2) Bad Homburg, (3) Berstadt, (4)
Laubach, and (5) Queckborn.

and dips towards the road maintaining a constant thick-
ness (see Fig. 7/3, where the two solifluction soil pack-
ages are schematically drawn). Both, the lower and the
upper solifluction deposits have more the character of
the often remobilised soils of our “transitional area”
than that of the distinctly humid loess landscape. The
autochthonous soil is also more intensely coloured than
that of Bad Homburg, however, it does not reach the red
colouration and the habitus of our equivalent formations
from the transition area.

Nevertheless, a certain special position – towards the
“dry” side – must be attributed to the recent as well as
to the fossil soil, which would also correspond well with
today’s climatic conditions. It is therefore understand-
able that also the gleyification in this profile recedes
strongly, but this cannot be attributed solely to the re-
lief of the fossil landscape.

4. Brickyard Laubach, described in detail by Schönhals
(1951a). In his Fig. 5 a general overview is given. The
general decrease of loess thickness towards the Vogels-
berg already brings a shortening of the profile, yet it still
reaches back quite far in time as shown by the basal
basalt debris (with soil) which is interspersed with ice
wedges.

Below the modern soil (Lessivé group) follows a very
thin layer of loess. This is underlain by a package of so-
lifluidal material showing a laminated structure, slightly
gleyed, under which a much more gleyic package of so-
lifluction deposits follows (the step is marked by a thin

layer of alluvial loess on Fig. 7/4). Also, the soil in place
is gleyed and passes towards the bottom into the loess
loam interspersed with local debris, and then stratified
loess loam.

When interpreting the profile, the separation between
the pseudogley and the overlying solifluction package
is particularly important, because this contact separates
the (albeit overprinted) interglacial soil from the incip-
ient glacial solifluction deposits. However, a crotovina
from the “remobilised” layer indicates again the pa-
rautochthonous character of the profile (cf. above).

5. Queckborn. A small, largely collapsed outcrop west of
the village offers a roughly similar situation as (4) and
is shown in Fig. 7/5. Below the modern soil (Lessivé
group) follows loess, below it again an ”upper” package
of redeposited soil material, below it the actual grey-
ish, strongly gleyed solifluction deposit package, which
rests on the autochthonous soil. This is only slightly
gleyed and very similar to the Bad Homburg soil. Again,
the boundary between the preserved subsoil of the in-
terglacial and the solifluction deposits is clear, the up-
per package, however, as in (3) and (4), is separated.
Whether a stratigraphic value of its own can be at-
tributed to it (perhaps as a substitute for the tundra gley)
cannot be determined from such few outcrops.

This catena through the Hessian loess landscape should
actually be extended by another profile which repre-
sents an end member with respect to the gradual thin-
ning of the loess cover and thus of the fossil soils: At
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Beltershain, the subsoil of the Linz complex is already
part of the present-day soil (the fossil soil thus became a
relict soil). 3 mm thick, chocolate-brown clay-irons are
deposited in fissures and crevices (completely identical
to the forms recorded in Fig. 1 by Schönhals, 1952), the
thickness of which is characteristic for only fossil, but
not the modern soils of the Lessivé group.

Therefore, we are not wrong if we divide the Hessian
area, at least for the period of the Stillfried and Linz
complexes, into several climatic zones similar to the
Austrian loess landscape.

But also, considerably further in the W, in Belgium, the
sequence characteristic for the Central European area
(Linz or Stillfried complex) can be found again. The
loess profile of Rocourt (suburb of Liège), which was
described by Gullentops (1954), could be visited under
the guidance of Dr. Dudal on 1 May 1955. Figure 8
presents a schematic drawing of the profile, with the
numbers in brackets referring to the zones defined by
Gullentops (1954, p. 145 ff.).

Below the modern soil follows a loess, which rests on
a strongly cryoturbated tundra gley. Under this “tongue
shaped zone”, which Gullentops (1954) found in sev-
eral profiles of the Hesbaye area, the profile in Kesselt
are especially instructive (and which therefore are of
stratigraphic value), follows a gleyed, already weakly
stratified loess, which gradually changes into typical so-
lifluction deposit with a distinct lamination. This so-
lifluction deposit, clearly humous in colour, becomes
parautochthonous in the lower layers, which shows
strong earthworm mixing. Below follows an interme-
diate zone with strong gley concretions, underlain from
the upper part of the gley-like altered soil, which rests
on a (thin) basal loess. The base is formed by Oligocene
sand.

Again, there is – albeit strongly modified – a gley-like,
overprinted soil on top of which follows a solifluction
deposit package. The floor above is interrupted by a dis-
tinctive caesura (tongue shaped zone), above which gley
and alluvial influences can no longer be observed. Thus,
the same sequence as can be observed from the other
areas. However, a final classification and evaluation of
the Belgian profiles can only be made after the (North)
French outcrops have been included.

Finally, only brief reference should be made to the rela-
tions between the dry loess landscape of Austria and the
neighbouring areas to the north, south, east and south-east.
The Bohemian, Moravian and Slovakian areas have in re-
cent times become particularly well known through extensive
work by Czech scientists. However, we will not go into this
literature in detail here, because Brandtner (1956) will dis-
cuss the Czech works in detail in connection with his ques-
tions. In general, however, it can be stated that apart from the

exemplary palaeontological and prehistoric recording of the
individual localities, the morphological conditions have been
given somewhat too little of a consideration. Moravia in par-
ticular would offer a unique opportunity to trace the terraces
from their roots, to record them in chronological order and
to correlate the loesses; it is to be hoped that this will be
done in the future. A pedological evaluation, as carried out
by individual researchers, could perhaps also be geared more
towards the more recent findings obtained in neighbouring
states. A number of very interesting, but in our opinion un-
tenable, ideas concerning the periods of loess formation are
widespread and thus also influence the pedological interpre-
tation: Ambroz (1947), for example, came to the conclusion
that “loess formation can only occur in the first half of the in-
terglacial”, while in the second half degradation is supposed
to have set in due to the advance of the forest. Žebera (1953),
on the other hand, took the view that “[. . . ] the sedimentation
of loess began in the second half or towards the end of the in-
terglacial”. Pelišek (1954) indicates eight loess deposits for
(his) Rissian-Wuermian (= Saalian-Weichselian) interglacial
alone! For “the loess deposits were formed here not only in
the individual sections of the Rissian and Wuermian glacial,
but also in the interstadials and interglacials. The existence
of interglacial and interstadial loess is proven for our Pleis-
tocene area”.

Nevertheless, the excellently presented and widely studied
observation material, together with that published by German
authors (Lais, 1951; Schönhals, 1951b), permits the follow-
ing general statement:

Bohemia and Moravia are characterised by loess se-
quences with a wealth of fossil soils that far exceeds the in-
ventory of the Austrian loess landscape on average. Based
on our objectives, only the uppermost fossil soil formations
of these profiles are used for comparison. That zone, which
all Czech authors refer to as W1/2, corresponds fully to the
Stillfried Complex (the stratigraphic correlation is not under
discussion here!). Musil and Valoch (1955) stated that be-
tween the second and third loess “there is always a black
earth (sometimes also duplicated), which usually has a rusty
brown B horizon” (regarding the “B horizon” see above and
below). In the original work by Musil et al. (1955), the Still-
fried complex is often represented in the numerous profiles
in their Table III. Significantly, this complex preserves the
uppermost occurrence of ice wedges (as far as they are filled
with black earth). If ice wedges still occur in the overlying
soil formation (cf. Schönhals, 1951b, Figs. 3 and 6), then
these are filled with loess. The large loess landscape of In-
ner Bohemia and Moravia (the extent of which is very clear
on the distribution map of Urbanek and Sýkoro, 1955) can
thus be separated from the “normal” Lower Austrian land-
scape by the predominance of ice wedges. The border could
roughly coincide with the Thaya. While the classical profile
of Unterwisternitz (cf. Lais, 1952), which Brandtner (1956)
discusses in greater details, corresponds fully to the profile
of Stillfried (cf. Fink, 1954), the Brno area is already char-
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acterised by the occurrence of ice wedges. In Lower Austria
these are absent, they are only found locally in specifically
bedded (humid) sequences (e.g., Weinsteig, cf. Fink, 1954),
but always only within the loess, not, as in Bohemia and
Moravia, within fossil soils sequences. Very instructive are
the photos by Lais (1951), which show a zone of loamy soil
underlain by a horizon enriched by secondary lime precipita-
tion and interspersed with ice wedges (filled with black earth)
(Prague-Selz and Wischau). One would assume that such an
observation is always interpreted correctly, as Büdel (1949)
did during a presentation of a lecture by Schönhals: “[. . . ]
these profiles show clearly that the interglacial soil horizons
became disturbed by frost cracks during the next glacial pe-
riod”. It was stated clearly here that the soils of the (last) in-
terglacial must be sharply separated from those of the (begin-
ning) glacial period. Nevertheless, in various works, humus
and loam zones appear as A and B horizons of a soil, even
if there is also an intermediate layer of loess (which can be
observed very frequently in our arid region). Therefore, we
cannot follow Schönhals (1951b), who describes “strongly
podsolated soils”. Numerous curves showing soil carbonate
contents in the latest Czech works are in full agreement with
those of Brandtner (1954) and Fink (1954) and provide evi-
dence that not leaching but a new period of loess accumula-
tion had occurred.

The “pale soil” of our dry area is also found in most Czech
profiles; it therefore has stratigraphic significance. The clas-
sification of both the Stillfried complex and the lower-lying
soil formation by the Czech authors is premature without a
reliable terrace correlation.

The “strictly continental” ice wedge province (Bohemia
and Moravia) is contrasted by the Slovakian area, which re-
sembles the Lower Austrian loess landscape. The usual divi-
sion of the profiles by fossil soils is not developed, the Still-
fried complex is formed without modification (cf. e.g., Am-
broz et al., 1952, description of the profile of Moravany in
the Váh valley).

There is (as far as I know) little information available
about the Silesian area. From the description of the condi-
tions in the Glatzer area by Berger (1932) it can be learnt
that there seems to be a sequence similar to the Linz com-
plex, only much shorter. A clayey residual soil forms in the
upper portion of an older loess (which in turn rests on till).
On top of the residual soil lies a layer with “mostly broken
snail shells” and with calcareous concretions, which transi-
tions to a calcareous (younger) loess; above this follows the
modern soil. The layer sitting on top of the residual soil can
only be interpreted as a solifluction deposit.

A certain change (compared to the Austrian situation)
seems to be taking place in the Hungarian area and in the
Yugoslavian area. Again, sequences with a large number of
intercalated soils are available. For the time being, they do
not seem to be easily comparable to the Czech and Austrian
forms – not only because of the rather schematic represen-
tation and brief description. Of central importance for the

Hungarian region is the classic profile of Paks, which was
recently presented in a monograph by Krivan (1955) at the
III. INQUA Congress. For the first time, Scherf (1936) had
reported in detail about this profile, because it was a pivotal
record for the polyglacialist conception (which at that time
was only gradually gaining acceptance in Hungary). Bac-
sak (1942) found his new classification, which was based on
Milankovic’s radiation curve, confirmed in the field surveys
(which were carried out together with Scherf); in the mean-
time, Bulla (1938) had summarised both the terrace and loess
stratigraphy of the Hungarian region and also described the
Paks profile.

The work of Krivan (1955)3 is divided into two sections:
The first deals with the climatic structure of the Pleistocene
in Central Europe; his Table 1 summarises the results. This
section, which is based on the calculations of Bacsak (see
above), cannot be discussed in detail here. The second is de-
voted to the profile itself, the pedological, granulometric and
palaeontological record is very clearly presented in an overall
profile in his Table 3. This has the advantage of fully reflect-
ing the actual sequence, whereas his Table 1 attempts to give
a theoretical and complete division of the Pleistocene. As in
the discussion of the Czech literature, the stratigraphic divi-
sion is not discussed here (Riss is divided into two, Wuerm
into three, W1 is called Warta, etc.), because it is already
clear from his Table 2 how much the opinions of the latest
editors of this profile (six after 1945) diverge on this ques-
tion.

The differentiation of the upper part of the profile, which
is important to our question, is very limited. The first inter-
ruption of the uppermost loess is represented by two (barely)
soil formations between 9.5 and 12.5 m depth, separated by
an intermediate loess layer. The loess above is said to have
no structure; however, in a photograph kindly provided to me
by Prof. Dr. Rungaldier, taken on 19 September 1930, I be-
lieve I can recognise a pale soil above the two adjacent soils
(typologically they are not well defined) in the uppermost
third of the upper loess. Unfortunately, in the photograph by
Bacasak (1942), which is still the clearest of all the pictures
published so far, the uppermost part of the youngest loess is
not depicted, so that no comparison can be made.

It is very important that Bacsak (1942) emphasises the re-
gional significance of the profile in Paks: “This is a profile
that can be followed along the Danube further to the south
within the same formation. In Vukovar, I saw the laime zones
on the banks of the Danube, on the steep walls of the hollow
ways of the old town and in outcrops at the local brickyards
showing exactly the same sequence of strata as described in
Paks”. Based on the literature alone, we may doubt a coin-
cidence of the overall profiles (Paks and Yugoslavian area).
The Quaternary strata in Paks are almost 50 m thick, while
the Danube terrace on the right bank between Vukovar and
the northern slope of Fruska Gora is on average 30 m above

3Presented bilingually in Hungarian and French.
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the Danube level, but the base thickness under the (jointed)
loess must still be subtracted (cf. Markowic, 1954, Fig. 1).

Particularly from the Yugoslavian area, very valuable ob-
servations have been made with relevance to our field ques-
tions. Markowic (1951a) was able to prove, on the one hand,
that the loess distribution extends far beyond the southern
edge of the Pannonian basin into the area of Niš, with sev-
eral loess islands in the valleys of the Morava (Markowic,
1952a, b); in most loess outcrops a differentiation is possi-
ble based on the intercalated soils. On the other hand, we
owe to this researcher a new survey and addition of previ-
ously known spaces, such as the loess plateau of Titel and
the northern and eastern slopes of Fruska Gora (Markowic,
1951b, 1954), building on the stratigraphic summary of Las-
carev (1951). The papers emphasise that the basal layers of
the loess profiles (in the Danube area) comprise marsh sed-
iments that correspond to the end of the Great Interglacial.
If this age classification is correct, then it would prevent a
correlation with Paks (which would also not be possible for
other reasons given above) forcing us to classify the many
soils present here (individual profiles have up to eight fossil
soils). However, this is not yet possible based on previous,
non-typological descriptions; but it will certainly be possible
to distinguish this area as a separate “facies district”, based
already on the large distance from the Nordic and Alpine ice
bodies. This distance also explains the greater number of fos-
sil soils, i.e., similar effects caused be fluctuations in condi-
tions are not to be expected to appear over smaller distances,
and if so, then not yet as fully developed soils. There is a
consistency that emerges from the examination of the strati-
graphic value presented by fossil soils, which – as will be
shown below – is valid in the opposite manner for the divi-
sion of the terraces.

It has already been pointed out several times that the loess
stratigraphy can only become definitive once a robust corre-
lation with the terraces has been established. The Austrian
region, especially the northern slope of the Alps, also offers
important records for this. It must be emphasised, however,
that for the second question dealt with in the present work
there is far less observational material available. This is due
to the nature of the subject matter: Here it is no longer suffi-
cient to make a point-by-point survey as was done in the case
of the loess profiles; here entire areas have to be looked at.
However, these are not yet known from all parts of the north-
ern slope. As the older literature can only be used to a limited
extent due to inadequate descriptions (mostly only morpho-
logical information, without recording the sedimentary and
soil content of the terraces), only the results of the most re-
cently studied areas are useful. These are the Salzburg-Upper
Austria area on the one hand, and the (wider) Vienna area
(Tullner Feld, Marchfeld, south-eastern Vienna Basin, north-
ern Burgenland) on the other. In between, however, there
are well-structured terrace systems on the tributaries of the
Danube and between the Enns and the Vienna Woods (Ybbs,
Erlauf, Pielach, Traisen, Perschling and Tulln), which are

still being studied. The Danube itself cannot establish the
connection, because in the breakthrough sections through the
Bohemian Massif (Strudengau and Wachau) no terraces have
been preserved for the most part. Therefore, further research
in this section of the northern slope will have to be limited to
separate recordings of the tributaries.

However, the tracing of terraces from their origin
(moraines) to the extensive gravel plains of the Vienna area
would not be possible even without the (terrace-free) valley
sections of the Danube. This is because the imbalance of the
ice proximal areas will always mean that they behave differ-
ently than the periglacially influenced distal gravel plains.

For the area near to the glacier, principles that Troll (1926)
had already worked out 30 years ago apply. There, a contin-
uous Low-Terrace is not found, instead it is divided into sev-
eral subordinate surfaces, cf. the terrace map Vöcklabruck
– Enns (Table III of the excursion guide 1955). Admit-
tedly, the lower terrace dominates over long stretches, which
thus could be called the “main field”. In contrast, the High-
Terrace, which is clearly distinguished from the Low-Terrace
by its loess cover and its numerous minor depressions, has no
such subdivision.

The individual smaller areas of the lower terrace are al-
ways of local importance. For example, the two lower ter-
races in the Salzach end moraine area mapped by Weinberger
(1955, Table II), which originate from two different young
moraine arcs, and later join after a short distance in the Weil-
harter and Lachforst to form one large field; the intermediate
terrace occurring in the same area, interpositioned between
the High- and Low-Terraces (in this case the main field), is
only locally present. The situation is similar with the glacier
terraces mapped by Prey (1955, Table III). Despite the pre-
dominance of the main terrace, the Traun shows how the con-
fluence of side channels (near Lambach, near Wels) causes a
proliferation of smaller terraces, some of which merge into
each other and thus remain without stratigraphic value. Ac-
cording to Schaderler (cf. Kohl, 1955), the subfields do not
have their own Tegelian base but have merely been erosively
levelled.

The number of minor terrace surfaces below the (con-
nected) High-Terrace is so large because several Holocene
surfaces also occur. Götzinger (map sheet Mattighofen) has
defined a series of Holocene subfields on the Inn, and such
surfaces can also be observed on the Traun. With the help
of pedological criteria they can be separated from the Pleis-
tocene ones, as the soils developed in them represent far more
immature types (cf. Janik’s contribution in Kohl, 1955). Fur-
thermore, the Holocene forms are characterised by the ab-
sence of any frost phenomena. Although the area close to
the glacier is characterised by only extremely weak cryotur-
bations – in contrast to the area far from the glacier where
intense frost structures occur in terraces and surface layers –
cryoturbations of a smaller extent have also been found here
recently. These were, of course, limited to the Pleistocene
forms, while it must be emphasised that the last frost action
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Figure 8. Profile of Rocourt near Liège.

must be placed in the Younger Dryas (= final glaciation of
Ampferer). Similar observations are now also known from
many places in Austria which go back to periglacial influ-
ences after the melting of the Wuermian glaciers: Indepen-
dently of each other, Weinberger (1954) found ice wedges
on Wuerm moraines near Brunn and Verf at the edge of Lake
Heratinger, only a few km away, as well as in Thalgau in
several gravel pits on the same deposits, while in Waidring
and north of Kirchdorf (Tyrol) even continuous cryoturba-
tions were discovered. (In the latter case, this was exposed
in a freshly excavated trench over a length of 200 m). I also
know of (smaller) cryoturbations from the ground moraine
landscape of the Drau Glacier. All these observations, which
for the time being are located far apart, will increase in the
course of time and provide evidence that at the time of the
Younger Dryas the whole of Austria once again came under
the influence of a periglacial climate.

Nowhere on the surfaces of the lower terrace occurred the
pitting by small surface depressions. The latter is only to be
found on the High-Terrace, which is heavily overlain in each
case, with the most pronounced forms occurring in the area
of the Inn (cf. Weinberger, 1954), whereas on the Traun and
on the Danube (Linz area) only trough forms are present.
Connected or branched forms have not been documented.
The dissection, which is associated with the morphological
division of the plains by the development of gullies and small
valleys, is characteristic of the upper sheet gravels. This re-
sults in an idealised summary profile for the area close to
the glacier, as shown in Fig. 9. (Kohl, 1955, Table III, has
separated out terraces in the Aiterbach valley, which join the
Traun near Wels; in the city area of Linz and near Enns,

which perhaps represents a certain intermediate position be-
tween High-Terrace and sheet gravels in general. They were
assigned to the sheet gravels in his Table III and are thus not
included in the schematic profile in Fig. 9). The arrows indi-
cate significant breaks in development. One of these is placed
between the most intensely dissolved sheet gravels and the
High-Terrace, the second between the latter and the subfields
of the low terrace. A thin arrow marks the boundary to the
Holocene.

It is natural that this nomenclature should be used for the
area close to the glacier, from which most of the classic re-
search started and from which the terminology that is now
valid worldwide was originally derived (especially since it is
perfectly adequate for our area). However, it poses difficul-
ties to apply this nomenclature for the glacier-distal areas of
the northern Alps. In accordance with a suggestion by Wold-
stedt (1953), it will be more appropriate at the present stage
of our fieldwork to work with local names, which can at a
later stage be transferred into a broad system.

The (wider) Vienna area has been the subject of intensive
research over recent years, with problems being approached
from different angles. Firstly, based on a new geological sur-
vey (Grill, Küpper, map of Vienna, map of Gänserndorf)
aided by new hydrogeological (Küpper) and palaeontological
(Papp and Thenius) findings and finally new results from ge-
omorphology and soil science (Fink and Majdan)4. The old
technique of recording morphological form alone had long
since given way to a far broader inclusion of more observa-
tional factors. Particular attention was given to the tectonic
situation of the Vienna Basin, as even the most recent sub-
sidence still reaches large amounts (see below); for these in-
terpretations a large volume of drilling data is available. De-
spite the instability in the inner parts of the basin, it is striking
that the overall basin framework has remained rigid, so that
terraces cut into or overlying it can be correlated over long
distances. It seems that in the area close to the glacier, the
influence of tectonics (mainly because of the longitudinal di-
rection of the main valleys and their relatively minor width)
is somewhat less intensely felt, than is the case for the larger
river plains which strike perpendicular to the mountain front
in the east.

Already in the Tullner Field, but especially in the March
Field, tectonic subsidence of greatest extent is noticeable,
which has shifted the base of the lowest terrace (=Prater
Terrace) from an average of −10 m in the narrower Vienna
area (near the breakthrough through the Vienna Gate) to
more than 100 m (cf. map of the Tertiary underground of the
March Field by R. Grill, presented on the DEUQUA excur-
sion, 1955). In the southern Vienna Basin, too, the guidelines
described by Stini (1932) have now been precisely recorded
by Küpper (groundwater map of the southern Vienna Basin,
presented on the DEUQUA excursion in 1955) and show

4Literature references are not given here; please refer to Fink
and Majdan (1954) and Fink (1955a).
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Figure 9. Terrace system diagram for the northern portion of the Austrian Alps.

high subsidence amounts. However, these movements must
also have had great effects in the large Hungarian basin land-
scapes, so that the Vienna area forms a bridge to the south-
eastern European landscapes.

The terrace model given by Fink and Majdan (1954, pro-
file 6) for the (narrower) Vienna area remains unaffected by
this, as the subsidence only reaches its maximum in the lon-
gitudinal axis of the basin. It therefore coincides with the ter-
race scheme for the area far from the glacier (Fig. 9). After
further fieldwork has been carried out in the southern Vienna
Basin and Tullner Field, it can be considered valid for these
partial landscapes as well. (An inclusion of the adjacent Hun-
garian and Czech areas cannot be ventured on the basis of the
literature alone. However, some very good photographs by
Prof. Rungaldier show that typologically similar terraces (as
in the Vienna area) also accompany the Danube in the large
basin landscapes).

One more general observation should be made: Winkler
von Hermaden (1955) in his latest, extensive work, which
mainly concerns the south-eastern ridge, has placed the em-
phasis on the presence of interglacial terraces. For the Vienna
area, the accumulation of gravel bodies occurred uniformly
during cold periods.

In contrast to the areas near the glacier, there are now
three important phases distinguished. The second youngest
terrace (3= Gänserndorfer Terrace) has been newly added,
as one may safely say, as a dominant element. Its petro-
graphic, morphological and pedological differences com-
pared to the Prater Terrace were demonstrated in detail dur-
ing last year’s DEUQUA excursion in the March Field (com-
pare Fink, 1955a) and were probably also recognised by all
participants: The Gänserndorf terrace is characterised by its
own Tertiary base, which lies only slightly below the up-
per edge of the Prater Terrace, furthermore it features pro-
nounced cryoturbation and a specific cover sediment (old

drift sands, which, however, are also found on higher terraces
between the Danube and Lake Neusiedl). The margin of the
Gänserndorfer Terrace shows numerous small depressions,
which reach far back into the terrace, but always remain non-
branched.

A large break in time separates the Prater Terrace from the
Gänserndorf Terrace, but a similar lapse separates the lat-
ter from the terraces above. In Fig. 9 we assume two merg-
ing terraces above the Gänserndorfer Terrace, which corre-
spond to the two terraces west of Seyring (Grill, Geol. Map
of Gänserndorf). For the time being, a more appropriate local
name has not yet been found, although these terraces (some-
times merged into one) are widespread. After consultation
with my colleague Majdan, Fink (1955b) therefore put for-
ward another name for discussion:

– Prater Terrace

– Gänserndorfer Terrace (local modifications: Stadt Ter-
race, Mannswörther Terrace, Simmeringer Terrace in
the vicinity of the central cemetery).

– Middle Terraces (higher and lower terrace west
of Seyring, Simmering Terrace outside the above-
mentioned area)

– Early Pleistocene terraces in general (Arsenal, Wiener-
berg, Höbersdorfer, Laaerberg terraces, etc.).

We were aware that the term “Middle-Terrace” already indi-
cates a stratigraphic definition. Independent of this, the nam-
ing is also inconsistent, since the first two carry local names,
while higher-level stratigraphic names follow later. But this
was done on purpose, because the Great Interglacial is un-
likely to undergo any further shift in time placement due to
the new work in the Vienna area. However, the subsequent
terraces must then inevitably take the position given above.
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But this is not about a naming problem! Rather, it is about
the fact that three morphologically distinct caesuras recorded
for the glacier-distal areas are contrasted by the classical sys-
tem of only two! This question, however, can only be se-
curely answered when the geology of the intervening space
has been newly mapped. However, one thing has already be-
come apparent: The required temporal division cannot be de-
rived from the moraines or the immediately adjoining areas,
but only from those areas in which continuous, individual,
large gravel bodies can delineate the climatic rhythm of the
Pleistocene, comprising the glacial and periglacial influence.

In the case of a correlation to the loess sequences the fo-
cus is on evaluating only the last of the caesura, or the sub-
division of the lower terrace in the area close to the glacier
(interestingly, the Prater Terrace shows no differentiation).
When comparing the standard profiles of the humid and dry
loess landscapes (Fig. 5b and c) with the terrace patterns
of both areas, which roughly coincide in terms of distribu-
tion, the last clearly developed soil (Linz and Stillfried com-
plexes) can only coincide with the break between the Prater
and Gänserndorf terraces; in the humid loess landscape the
connection is provided by those profiles directly on the High-
Terrace (cf. Fig. 5a). The large solifluction packages of the
Linz complex and the humus zones of the Stillfried complex
coincide with the last major morphological transformation
of the landscape, with the degradation of the High-Terrace
and with the reworking of the old moraines, as already estab-
lished by Büdel (1950, 1953). To assign the tundra gley into
the arrangement of the lower terrace subfields would be just
as futile to attribute a morphological expression to the pale
soil of the dry area. These two formations, probably identi-
cal in time, were really only minor oscillations, by contrast
the two soil complexes require a far longer interglacial time
to develop followed by a typical early-glacial overprinting,
which also must have had a significant effect on the mor-
phology of the terraces.

There are two tasks that have to be solved in the near fu-
ture: To find profiles that illuminate the normal sequence of
the dry loess landscape on the Gänserndorf Terrace, and to
map the terrace systems on the aforementioned tributaries of
the Danube (some of which are autochthonous channels), on
which or in which the change from the near-glacial to the
far-glacial type is documented. The first task seems immi-
nent, as it only requires the (terraced) insertion of an outcrop
already found (for which the conditions apply) into a larger
landscape area. For the second case, much field work is still
necessary, so that it is advisable to be cautious for the time
being in applying stratigraphic designations for our area.

Review statement. This paper was edited by Christine Thiel.
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